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Executive Summary

The following report details CarShare Vermont’s key findings and recommendations for effectively

integrating electric vehicles (EVs) into shared fleets following a research-turned-pilot project with

funding from the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) as part of its FY19 Unified

Planning Work Program (UPWP). UPWP funds were used exclusively for research and planning during

FY19 and FY20; CarShare Vermont self-funded a project to pilot our first EV with in-kind support from the

Burlington Electric Department in October, 2019. The report provides more than 12 months of data

about how the EV was used and by whom, its environmental impacts, and the financial and operational

implications of converting to an electric fleet, as well as our recommendations for policies that will

better support the integration of EVs into carsharing systems.

Key Findings:

1. EVs can effectively be integrated into carsharing fleets to achieve multiple goals,

including encouraging broader EV adoption by exposing more people to them and enhancing

their efficiency through carsharing. However, they pose a number of real barriers for carsharing

operators that can be overcome with creative thinking, funding, policy changes, and more public

investment in infrastructure.

2. Our analysis confirms that EVs cost significantly more for carsharing operators to

integrate when accounting for their higher MSRP (150% to 200% higher than the standard ICE

vehicle which makes up the majority of CarShare Vermont’s fleet), added infrastructure costs

(every EV requires a dedicated charger to be installed), and the fact that they generate less

revenue than non-EVs due to limited range and charging requirements. It would be impractical

for an independent carsharing operator, especially a nonprofit one like CarShare Vermont, to

transition to a 100% electric fleet without substantial funding and support to cover

infrastructure costs. While carshare members may be willing to pay a higher premium to use EVs,

it would be cost prohibitive to pass along 100% of the added costs.

3. Carsharing is a highly effective means of exposing community members to EVs and

encouraging their use. In a single year, more than 100 unique households took at least one trip

with “Sparky,” our Nissan Leaf, with many becoming consistent users. In comparison, only 83

EVs were registered by private vehicle owners in Burlington during the same period. As

CarShare Vermont adds more EVs to our fleet, we will continue to expose more of the public to

them while facilitating reductions in vehicle ownership and driving.

4. When comparing the environmental impacts of shared EVs vs. non-EVs, CarShare

Vermont’s pilot demonstrates that the electrification of our transportation system is not

enough to address vehicle emissions and their impact on climate change. Carsharing is

effective at meaningfully reducing carbon emissions because it facilitates a reduction in vehicle
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ownership and associated VMT, regardless of the vehicles making up the shared fleet. The more

vehicles CarShare Vermont puts into service, the more are shed at a rate of one to 15—and the

more unique households are served. Given current conditions with equal resources available to

spend on vehicles, a shared fleet of Honda Fits could outperform an entirely electric fleet by at

least 38% greater reductions in carbon emissions. Absent funding and policies to lower the cost

of EVs, carsharing operators will be faced with difficult decisions about how to prioritize them,

recognizing that they are already making significant gains against climate change by simply

existing and serving their communities.

Key Recommendations:

1. There is a need for public funding subsidies for electric vehicles for shared use, as well

as associated infrastructure. With the passing of the recent transportation bill in Vermont,

non-profit organizations that provide mobility services will soon be eligible for a fixed amount of

EV incentives on an annual basis. This policy change will extend the savings intended for

individuals and households with lower incomes to those who either cannot afford to own a

vehicle or choose to access one through carsharing. Such incentives should be made available at

the federal level as well, and for EVSE equipment at each level.

2. As municipalities continue to address climate change, they must consider both the

charging and parking needs of carsharing operators. As a system, carsharing effectively reduces

VMT and demand for parking, and this needs to be better actualized in local parking policies.

Similarly, municipalities should adopt EV-readiness policies that prioritize the use of chargers by

carsharing users and not exclusively private vehicle owners. Public funding for shared EV

infrastructure would go a long way towards encouraging carsharing operators to electrify their

fleets.

3. Carsharing operators should embrace EV integration with the awareness that they will

pose challenges for members and staff alike. Some of these challenges can be mitigated with

technological fixes (dependent on carsharing software functionality), robust member education,

and policies. Fundamentally, EVs require more careful trip planning than ICE vehicles, and

member outreach is essential to getting this learning across to users.
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Introduction

Since 2008, CarShare Vermont has successfully provided a carsharing service to the Burlington area with

the primary goals of reducing car dependence among residents and businesses, cutting greenhouse gas

emissions, and increasing mobility for Vermonters who lack access to reliable, convenient, and affordable

transportation. Throughout our 12 year history, we have helped remove hundreds of vehicles from the

road. In fact, for every vehicle we put in service, an average of 12-15 are removed; more than 65% of our

members report shedding or opting not to purchase a vehicle by gaining access to carsharing. And

because our members own fewer vehicles, they drive substantially less. Each year, our membership

reports reducing the amount they drive by at least 30%–this accounts even for the percentage of

members who increase their vehicle miles traveled by gaining access to vehicles through our service. In

the same way that weatherization projects for buildings can be a critical first step toward greater energy

efficiency, carsharing helps to significantly reduce the demand for fossil fuels by reducing vehicle use,

enabling environmental and financial savings through the more efficient use of existing assets.

After fielding multiple partner and member requests, CarShare Vermont sought to complete the

necessary research and planning to effectively integrate electric vehicles (EVs) into our fleet. Carsharing

organizations face challenges integrating EVs into their fleets, particularly around infrastructure,

technology compatibility, cost, logistics, and member education. With our electric carsharing project,

CarShare Vermont proposed to conduct this research, collaborate with partners to identify optimal

locations, and develop the policies, systems, and member resources to make the integration as seamless

as possible. We also committed to purchasing an electric vehicle, and in collaboration with the City of

Burlington, introducing it downtown with extensive outreach to promote its use. Although significant

delays in securing a public parking space and EV charging station pushed the initial launch of a shared EV

until well after the end of FY19, and the onset of the pandemic in FY20 disrupted initial data collection

and analysis, CarShare Vermont has been pleased to welcome our first EV, a 2019 Nissan Leaf named

“Sparky,” to the fleet. Through the following report we hope to share some of our thinking about

decisions made, challenges faced, and lessons learned as we worked through the pilot. We will highlight

areas where we believe that government can further advance the adoption of both carsharing and

electric vehicle technology, and outline some potential strategies for CarShare Vermont’s continued

contributions to this important collective effort.
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Project Summary

Carsharing is a difficult enough proposition in major U.S. cities, let alone a more rural state like Vermont,

without adding the complexity that shared electric vehicles bring. Our EV pilot, while highlighting the

significant barriers to electric vehicle usage in a carsharing fleet, has also opened up new opportunities

for organizational learning and growth, exposed a substantial number of Vermonters to electric vehicle

technology, and led to tremendous gains in the adoption of electric vehicles and carsharing generally.

Initial Research

We began our pilot project in the summer of 2018 with research into the experience of other carsharing

organizations. We reached out to our peer nonprofits eGo CarShare in Colorado (now Colorado

CarShare), HourCar in Minnesota, and Ithaca CarShare, and like-minded organizations like Peg City Coop

in Canada. While eGo had been exploring such an integration, none had yet launched an all-electric

vehicle. An August 2015 NYSERDA report, “Demonstrating Electric Vehicles in Buffalo CarShare,”

provided some key insights into the economic and logistical challenges posed by electric vehicles during
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their two-year pilot. Buffalo CarShare was a nonprofit

operating in a similar climate, and had been awarded funding

to add four electric vehicles (Ford Focuses) to their

similarly-sized fleet. They reported high member satisfaction

with the vehicles’ performance during warmer months and an

ability to meet most of their average trip needs. The

demonstration also increased exposure and awareness of

electric vehicles in general to a broad group of people. Yet on

the flip side, the pilot highlighted issues across multiple

projects then and since:

● Members had limited experience with EVs and anxiety

trying them out

● Vehicle range--both in perception and reality--added

to that anxiety

● Limited range--particularly during winter when the cold reduces battery efficiency--reduced

vehicle availability for charging downtimes, and EVs were used roughly 53% compared to their

ICE counterparts

● Members relative inexperience with EVs led to logistical problems such as unplugged vehicles or

inactivated charging sessions leading to staff time and missed trips, stranded vehicles because of

poor trip planning or expensive trips because of slow charge times

The combination of these factors, along with the ominous closure of Buffalo CarShare’s operations

months before their report had even been published, could have grounded our pilot before it ever took

off. Indeed, subsequent for-profit ventures such as Car2Go in San Diego which transitioned from electric

vehicles back to gas, and BlueIndy in Indianapolis which ceased operations altogether, suffered from

similar issues on a larger scale--high downtimes, high costs for vehicles and infrastructure, low vehicle

range, and low carsharing adoption rates. While realistic about the potential pitfalls of electric

carsharing, CarShare Vermont’s team also felt hopeful about a number of factors that would help to

mitigate our risk.

Member Outreach

One of the primary reasons for moving

forward with our pilot project was

certainly our membership, many of whom

had encouraged CarShare Vermont to add

an EV, provided important feedback about

vehicle choices, education, policies,

pricing, and more, and supported us as we
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reached out to the Public Works Commission to request a parking space from which to launch the

project. In the fall of 2018, we solicited member thoughts about a range of issues that had come up in

similar projects with a view toward learning from those initial efforts. Several dozen (clearly

self-selected) members responded to a SurveyMonkey questionnaire with a positive response to our

proposed addition of an EV.  Although somewhat unfamiliar with the technology, this group

demonstrated its strong interest in EVs for environmental and community-minded values. A handful of

members were primarily interested in test-driving an electric vehicle for future purchase (and a few new

members would later join for the same purpose), but most simply wanted to be even more

carbon-conscious.

From these respondents, a subset of

members volunteered to participate in a

focus group with deeper conversations

during early 2019. Review of the collective

feedback helped to inform or reinforce

ideas about vehicle type, location, rates, as

well as thoughtful marketing, education

and outreach campaigns to encourage

others to join or participate in the project.

Finding a Spot

A significant challenge with integrating an electric

vehicle into our fleet was a rather old one that did

not inspire much hope: locating and securing

approval of an acceptable parking space within the

City of Burlington. Initially we had expected that

existing public charging infrastructure might be used

during the pilot period in order to evaluate the

success of the electric pod before investing in

additional infrastructure, but identifying an

appropriate charger accessible enough to the public

and meeting our criteria for good carsharing

conditions proved too difficult. Existing charging

stations in priority parking locations were well

utilized by EV owners for reasons similar to what makes for a successful carsharing pod, and Burlington

Electric (BED) envisioned adding more infrastructure to accommodate our pilot project instead.
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Once we shifted from the idea of using one of the EV spaces in front of the courthouse on Main Street to

finding a suitable space for a new installation, we were able to work with BED to settle on a joint parking

request fairly quickly. We tried to propose a space that was highly visible, well-lit, proximate to centers of

high housing and employment density, and served by public transit and bike infrastructure, as well as

other carshare pod locations. In addition to serving as many people as possible, we sought to keep the

space and charger as near to our downtown office as possible, understanding that the vehicle could

likely require a lot of in-person orientations and multiple staff trips to troubleshoot reservation issues,

plug in the vehicle, or activate a charging session. This certainly proved useful later as staff and members

alike learned more about the operation of the vehicle and charger.

Securing a Charger

As we made a request to the Public Works Commission for a

priority parking space, we also partnered with BED to

support a second public charger for owners of private

electric vehicles visiting the city. After exploring the

possibility of a single pedestal charger serving two spaces

with two ports, it became clear that billing issues (a fixed

time tariff) meant to encourage the sharing of the public

charger would actually make carsharing prohibitively

expensive, as it requires a dedicated charger 24/7. Working

with the Canadian company Flo, BED was able to obtain a

donated charger on CarShare Vermont’s behalf, and then

further covered the high costs of its installation. However,

all of the planning and implementation dependent upon the

in-kind support of our utility partner meant, first of all, that

we did not learn as much about EVSE and their costs

ourselves, and perhaps most importantly, that it took almost

fifteen months from the time we began until the time we were able to energize the charger and occupy

the space.

Choosing a Vehicle

At the time CarShare Vermont had decided to move forward with the actual implementation of a pilot,

few good options were available to us within our financial means. Feedback from our members indicated

a clear desire for an all-electric vehicle vs. a plug-in hybrid (a Prius Prime, for example, which has a

back-up gas tank). A variety of compelling reasons were offered for this: higher fuel efficiency gains, with

Burlington’s 100% renewable electric supply to power the vehicle nearly all the time; maximum

reductions in maintenance costs because of far fewer components than a hybrid; and more useful
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learnings for future integration by employing the more difficult test case. However, the retail price for a

new vehicle in any of these models exceeded $30,000, where a typical hatchback (a Honda Fit or Toyota

Prius c) for our fleet has run between $17,500-$19,500. Clearly, even excluding the costs of charging

infrastructure and time delays, the high cost of an electric vehicle can pose an opportunity cost to a

carsharing operation where most of the environmental gains come from the sharing of vehicles--and

associated reductions in personal vehicle miles traveled--rather than the type of vehicle.

Having narrowed the selection to various BEV models, we conducted extensive market research, sought

advice from partners like Dave Roberts at Drive Electric Vermont, and reached out to leasing companies

and the actual vehicle manufacturers. While many incentives were available to individual electric vehicle

owners in Vermont, only a fraction of those were available to nonprofit (tax-exempt) organizations.  Our

local utility, BED, offered a rebate of $1800 for a BEV, and Nissan offered a $5,000 incentive for fleets. Yet

federal tax credits up to $7,500 could and can now only be applied to those with tax liability, and state

programs had been targeted exclusively to individual households. A used electric vehicle, which

depreciates more quickly than ICE vehicles, would theoretically have allowed CarShare Vermont to

access some of those incentives in the lower purchase price, but in reality, the used EV market remains

quite small and those vehicles that were available often came with significantly lower range. For

example, a 2018 Nissan Leaf came with a range of over 150 miles on a single charge, while the 2017

model could only reach 107 miles in the best of conditions. A 2017 Chevy Bolt came with a 238 mile

range, but also a higher price tag and (at that time) a declining federal tax credit ceiling.  While range is

not as important as people might imagine for residential and some business travel purposes, it is hugely

important for carsharing, where vehicles are driven according to highly variable trip patterns among

multiple users.

After conversations with local leasing companies yielded few options except very high financing rates,

NissanUSA connected CarShare Vermont with Mike Albert Leasing in Cincinnati, OH. Specializing in

fleets, the company was able to apply the manufacturer’s incentives and split the tax credits (50% to

lessor and 50% to the lessee) to reduce our monthly payments. Although the most expensive vehicle in

our fleet at the time, the 2019 Nissan Leaf seemed to offer the best value for an electric vehicle with our

expected level of range. As a finance mechanism, the open-ended lease will allow us to further reduce

monthly fees and to save on depreciation costs worth 80% of the vehicle purchase price over a 60-month

period, while also providing more flexible terms to swap a vehicle out as EV technology rapidly advances

and pricing becomes more competitive.

Pod Preparation and Launch

With our leased Leaf in hand, CarShare Vermont staff had months of preparation to ensure a successful

launch. Our Director of Outreach and Engagement, Alicia Taylor, worked closely with a local designer to

envision a “Go Electric” campaign, complete with car branding, outreach to residents through Burlington
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Electric bills, mailers, posters, and an online marketing presence. Multiple households took advantage of

the Go Electric membership promotions, but most of the interest came from within our existing

membership.  Meanwhile our Fleet Manager, Scudder Kelvie, worked through setbacks with multiple

vendors for the installation of our carsharing technology, ultimately flying an expert from Missouri to

deal with the complexities of the electric vehicle. Advances in technology do not always make things

easier for a carsharing operator.

Once the vehicle was set up in our software

system, “Cocosoft,” it allowed for several

important features to better manage use of the

vehicle. First, our technology is able to remotely

read charge levels and display those to members

when making reservations. While helpful to

members for trip planning purposes, it also gives

the operator an ability to troubleshoot issues

before they cause problems for members. For

example, fleet management staff would get

notifications if a vehicle is left unplugged, not

charging or charging too slowly that helped to

minimize downtimes.  Second, our software

allowed for a system of dynamic buffers based on

a combination of a fixed minimum charge level and the expected time to reach that level given the

current charge. We were able to experiment with this feature over time in order to maximize the amount

of availability to members without sacrificing convenience because of too low charge levels. Third, our

reservation system allows us to communicate with members about news, promotions, and special

instructions for vehicles. For some of our members who don’t always read those messages, or may not

interface regularly with the reservation system through a computer or smartphone, staff designed new

in-car materials to reduce anxiety for members and ensure its proper use.  Lastly, we devised new

policies and driving rates to reflect member feedback and expectations from prior pilots. Fees for leaving

the charger unplugged, for example, were established in our software and incorporated into our

Member Handbook. Though these were never applied, they were a helpful tool in communications to

encourage members to learn the proper process to end a trip. Rates were initially set up at $9 per hour

for Share-a-lot members and $11 per hour for Share-a-little members, with no mileage charges, but were

modified during the pandemic and will likely shift back to our existing rates in the future.

Project Findings

CarShare Vermont’s original UPWP proposal was to complete research, outreach, and educational work

by the end of FY2019 with the intent to experiment with the integration of an electric vehicle into our

fleet. However, the only way to really understand how it would work--and how well--was through doing
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it. With funding allowed to carry over into FY2020 due to delays securing parking from the City, we were

able to establish the new pod and gather over a year’s worth of quantitative and qualitative data,

including how to adapt during a global pandemic. For our usage data, our software system stores trip

and membership data which we can then export, clean and enter into Tableau for analysis. For

comparisons of the two side-by-side chargers on the corner of Main and Saint Paul Streets--a public

ChargePoint charger and our dedicated Flo charger--we relied upon data provided by the Burlington

Electric Department. Discussion of logistics and financial considerations comes out of our staff’s

experience over the past year plus, and finally evaluation of the project’s impact relies on CarShare

Vermont’s twelve years of operation and data collected through annual surveys of our members.

Vehicle Utilization

Particularly because of the pandemic, the 12 months of data shared here is presented with a bit of a

disclaimer that it is not necessarily reflective of the trip volumes that may have been and may yet be

possible at different points. During the months of April-June, for example, Sparky was unavailable for

reservations because of the onset of COVID-19 and the logistical difficulties it posed. Pre-pandemic in

February 2020, Sparky had reached its highest usage yet, averaging almost two trips a day during a

month when cold weather dramatically decreases battery efficiency. Summer heat can also impact

battery performance to some degree, so the months of April through June represent perhaps the peak

time for Sparky. However, as the vehicle with the highest monthly operating costs at a time when we

decided to temporarily shrink our fleet, Sparky was among four vehicles deactivated in April 2020 (two

were sold). We also implemented fixed reservation buffers for COVID-19 safety precautions which

ironically applied the dynamic electric vehicle feature to all ICE vehicles as a workaround in our

carsharing software. (Eventually we worked out how to also apply this to Sparky, but in the meantime,
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these EV buffers allowed us to

safely maintain a larger fleet and

survive the public health crisis.)

The last months of 2020 in the

chart to the left show the impact

of a second or third wave of

COVID-19 on trip demand against

the prior year, when the vehicle

had just been launched.

For more context, trip data in Sparky are shown below amidst those of the rest of the fleet.
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The electric vehicle remained more or less around the fleetwide average in terms of trip volumes, slightly

more in terms of average trip times, and slightly less in terms of average trip distances.
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Our expectation at the start of this project was that the electric vehicle would be used less than our mix

of hybrid and fuel-efficient ICE vehicles for many of the reasons articulated in prior reporting. We did not

know by how much, and hoped with thoughtful planning that we could limit the degree to which our

electric vehicle underperformed others. Our initial data seems to suggest that Sparky fared well enough

when compared with the rest of the fleet, and in some months performed in the upper tier of our

vehicles. With the Leaf’s modest range, the vehicle was still able to accommodate the vast majority of

carsharing trips. This, of course, does not quite tell the whole story. That the electric vehicle generated

trips at just the fleetwide average could be concerning for two important reasons: 1. The vehicle’s

monthly costs are on average higher than most vehicles in the fleet; and 2. The prime location

downtown should give Sparky a higher ranking in the fleet.

The above chart shows trip volumes across the downtown, where vehicles regularly outperform those in

other neighborhoods and often on campus. All three of our AWD vehicles are downtown, so higher

usage can be attributed at least in part to high demand for that vehicle type in snowy Vermont, above

and beyond the locational value of the pods where they live. There is no doubt that utilization of the

electric vehicle has been distinct from its downtown counterparts, but it is also important to note some

other factors at play:  1. A new pod almost always takes time to establish itself among our membership

and it is likely that that period would be longer for a vehicle type brand new to most members; 2. A

longer historical analysis of data showed that the close proximity of another vehicle across the street at

City Hall Park clearly spread some demand in a way that more evenly spaced pods would not; 3. Rates

for the EV have been set differently than the rest of the fleet which may have encouraged certain sorts of

trips and discouraged others; and lastly, 4. The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted (and continues to disrupt)

traditional trip patterns and vehicle availability for our electric vehicle disproportionately more than

other vehicles in our fleet because of how our current reservation buffers are programmed. None of

these definitively explain relatively lower utilization of the electric vehicle, but they also do not rule out

the possibility that with changed conditions--some of which are in our control--electric vehicles generally

could see the same or higher levels of usage than the existing fleet. And although a single electric vehicle

may suffer from overall decreased availability to members because of charging downtimes, the growth

of a network of well-placed electric vehicles can effectively reduce the impact of this otherwise limiting

factor by creating redundancy in the carsharing system. Particularly as membership and demand for
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carsharing itself grows, overlapping usage and charging times among more vehicles with a diverse

membership will allow for at least some vehicles to be available all of the time without sacrificing

minimum daily usage hours necessary to cover direct vehicle costs.

Charging Infrastructure and Member Experience

Perhaps the most challenging

aspect of electric carsharing is not

the electric car itself, but the

charging of it. Our dedicated Flo

charger has been remarkably

reliable with only one or two

instances of downtime. A

networked Level 2 charger, it is

activated either by mobile app or a

tap card which is kept in the

glovebox of Sparky and linked to

CarShare Vermont’s account. For

those new to carsharing and/or

struggling with our key fob system to access the vehicle, the additional step to plug in can be tough to

remember.  Before “fobbing out,” a member must first plug in the vehicle, use the tap card to activate

the charger, and then return the card to the glovebox. Those who skip the

step and end their trip are then unable to do anything but plug it in,

resulting in frustration (possibly) on the part of both members and staff.

Because Sparky is the only vehicle (currently) that must be plugged in in

order to operate, it is easy to focus on this issue as a logistical challenge.

Though a consistent occurrence month to month, the average number of

“charger unplugged” incidents was actually less than five (5) per month.

Improperly fobbing out is a far more common issue among the entire

fleet, and we do field complaints from members in gas vehicles about

prior members who have, ever the optimists, viewed the tank as almost

an eighth full. In other words, sharing vehicles comes with challenges,

whatever the vehicle.

CarShare Vermont attempts to address all of these sorts of issues with a

combination of materials online, in-vehicle, in-person (where possible)

and over the phone with a thorough orientation for every member to the

service.  Policies and important things to remember are reinforced with

messages through our reservation system, in notes for particular vehicles,

and with friendly reminders through member newsletters or personal
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emails. For many members, these extra steps and

this additional planning posed no difficulties.  Others

required more support during their trips, for lack of

planning or familiarity with the vehicle and need to

plan. More cautious members would either talk

through a trip with staff first or identify places to

charge on longer trips. Some would decide to take a

different vehicle to avoid a hassle, but we’ve also

had the odd member attempt a trip to Boston.

(Because CarShare Vermont had committed to

covering all of the charging as we do gas, that one

450 mile trip cost about $160 in fast charging as the

member zigzagged down to Boston and back in

pursuit of convenient stations.) The perception that

EV infrastructure--not our own dedicated station,

but throughout Vermont--has been sorely lacking

will continue to make certain trips more challenging

or prevent them from happening in a shared EV

altogether. Without destination level 2 and DC fast

chargers available throughout the state, many choice

trips will simply not shift to electric vehicles.

“Available” means not only installed for public use,

but also reliably connected to a wireless network. In

the one case where a member was nearly stranded,

our on-call staff was able to direct them nearby to

the only DC fast charger in the area. The station,

compatible with one of the three cards kept in the

glovebox for mid-trip charging, would not allow a

session to be activated even remotely by one of the
Photo credit: PlugShare app charging company’s operators, for lack of a strong

connection to the network.  Experiences like these can damage member perceptions about carsharing or

electric vehicles or both, and in the process, further hurt the business case for integrating electric

vehicles into shared fleets in the first place. Our own home charger, which would have been prohibitively

expensive had BED not covered the installation costs, is a good example of how public investment can

help the business case not only for shared electric vehicles, but EV owners as well. As CarShare Vermont

needed assistance in pursuing a parking space and charger for our members who mostly own one or no

vehicle, BED was likewise seeking more locations to install public charging stations. Our organizations

partnered to secure two spaces and chargers for our members and the wider public in order to serve

different, but complementary public purposes. Because they were installed at the same time and in the
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same location, the two chargers provided an ideal comparison of utilization and unique users by which to

evaluate the relative impacts of that investment.

From the local utility’s perspective, the

relatively lower number of trips served

and amount of energy used on average

on the CarShare Vermont charger

resulted in a lower ROI. But

communities, regions, and systems are

not always so straightforward. Each

space and charger serve different

purposes. Carsharing trips originate

from its home space and charger, but

the shared vehicle can be charged

elsewhere throughout the trip (we

hope). This means that although BED’s

absolute trip data is a fair comparison, Data provided, in part, by BED

the kilowatt data underestimates the real amount of energy used.  More importantly, however, these

amounts are likely less significant to the economy and environment than the amount of resources and

energy not spent because of carsharing.  While we know that private EV owners trend wealthier and are

surely contributing to the local economy with their trips to charging stations in Burlington’s central

business district, CarShare Vermont’s membership, which reflects the incomes and demographics of

Burlington at large, also contributes

enormously to the local and regional

economy.  It is not a value judgment to

write that the public investments serve

different public purposes, just something

important to note, and particularly so in

discussions around priorities for future

spending. The geographic data, which is

presented by BED as exclusive data

points for clarity’s sake despite their

obvious overlap, shows who is being

served by these investments. In fact,

when energy usage data for Burlington

EV owners are disaggregated from the

rest, the energy usage by CarShare

Vermont’s hyperlocal membership surpasses its counterpart in each of the first six months recorded

here.
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Credit: Frederick Hall, Burlington Electric Department

Participating Members

In terms of exposing more of the public to

electric vehicles, particularly those without

the means to purchase such a vehicle, our

small pilot project with one vehicle has been

a big success. When placed in the wider

context of EV ownership in Burlington and

across Vermont, the EV pilot served over

100 unique households in one year--far

more than the 83 who had registered a

privately-owned all-electric vehicle in

Burlington in 2018. Members who reserved

Sparky have ranged in age from 18 years old

to 86--some hoping to just try it out, while

others seeking it out for environmental

reasons. A special shout out for personal and

environmental responsibility goes to our oldest member who spent their entire first reservation reading

the car manual. A few respondents to our initial EV survey had suggested that they would try out the

electric vehicle with a future purchase in mind, and we did hear back that a couple of those did buy an

electric vehicle in the end. While this is not our mission--CarShare Vermont hopes to encourage more
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people to drive less with fewer vehicles--it does speak to the value and potential of carsharing generally

to accelerate electric vehicle adoption, whether by building awareness of the technology or by providing

direct access to people of any means.

All in all, the pilot has provided access to an electric vehicle for a diverse group of over 1,000 members,

as many people as who had an all-electric vehicle registered in the state of Vermont in 2018.

Financial Analysis

One of the major barriers to electrifying any carsharing fleet is the significant cost differential between

an efficient ICE vehicle and an all-electric or even plug-in hybrid electric vehicle. Most of the vehicles

deployed in our fleet have been Honda Fits and Toyota Prius c’s--both of which cost under $20,000. Only

our all-wheel drive vehicles have exceeded $20,000, and for these members pay an additional $.05 per

mile in order to cover the higher costs of purchase, fuel, and depreciation. Indeed, the high cost of EVs is

recognized as a barrier to adoption more broadly, with incentives in place through local utility and state

of Vermont rebates, and federal tax credits to become more competitive with ICE vehicles.  As discussed

earlier in the project narrative, only the local utility rebate was available to CarShare Vermont directly as

a nonprofit organization. We decided to lease a Nissan Leaf in order to partially benefit from federal tax

credits available, and retain as much flexibility as possible with swapping out the vehicle should a better

option become available. It is important to note how quickly the market can change from month to

month and year to year when making vehicle selections for a carsharing scenario: manufacturers’

incentives can be highly variable; tax credits could expire; new programs at the local, state or federal

level could offer vehicle rebates or credits; new advances in technology could improve range

significantly; old models could be discontinued. The decision to purchase a Nissan Leaf in 2019 might
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look very different just a year later, and yet still be the right decision for that time.  In the findings that

follow, we hope to provide some insight into our analysis for financing scenarios--leasing vs. purchasing

new or used--but also ways of thinking about how to fully account for any given vehicle’s cost.

Credit: U.S. Department of Energy Car Comparison Calculator https://afdc.energy.gov/calc/

The Honda Fit has been one of our typical vehicles for some time. It is a compact, durable, fuel-efficient

and relatively cheap hatchback--factors which support its business case for carsharing. The upfront cost

differential between the Honda Fit and various all-electric or plug-in hybrid electric models is obvious.

Their Manufacturers’ Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) can range from 150% to 200% higher than a gas or

hybrid hatchback, which make government incentives and dealer discounts absolutely necessary in order

for a carsharing operator to consider them as viable fleet alternatives.

Among the various options CarShare Vermont considered for its pilot, here are the factors we found to

be important in selecting and financing a vehicle:

● Range: Newer vehicles--whether purchased or leased--generally come with a longer range than

the older models. Longer ranges limit downtime for charging, resulting in greater availability (a

key consideration for carsharing). Despite our collective decision to select an all-electric vehicle,

any organization contemplating a similar pilot--particularly in rural or semi-rural areas--would do

well to investigate a PHEV model like the Prius Prime. In the absence of electric charging

infrastructure--both dedicated for the use of the shared vehicle and more broadly for the

“public” throughout the state and region--a plug-in hybrid can be effectively used to trial

multiple spaces before investing in the high upfront costs of chargers. It could help to address

anxiety about range and bridge a carsharing program from our current reality to where we want

to be. The vehicles also benefit from both federal and local incentives. Through timely
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purchases, CarShare Vermont was able to secure competitively-priced Prius Primes for about

$22k, still more than our average fleet vehicle but far less than the average AEV with longer

ranges.

● Vehicle incentives: New vehicles--whether leased or purchased--benefit from higher incentives

through our local utility (BED), and at times through manufacturers’ discounts (such as the $5k

fleet incentive for Nissan). While used vehicles come with some of those passed through their

sale price, not all do and the incentives close the gap between the MSRP and what is actually

affordable.

● Depreciation: New vehicles come not only with a higher purchase price, but also higher

depreciation costs (which are a real expense CarShare Vermont must carry on our books--if an

organization purchases vehicles and intends to stay in business for a while, it must also budget

for a vehicle’s replacement). Over five years (our targeted lifespan for vehicles in our fleet), this

amounts to eighty percent (80%) of the purchase price. Although ownership allows for some

flexibility to extend the life of a fleet vehicle beyond five years and to claim resale proceeds,

these could never fully cover the additional cost of depreciation over the first five years.

Leasing--particularly through an open-ended contract--therefore comes with significant benefits.

As a depreciation factor is calculated into monthly payments, there is no additional expense for

depreciation. Tax credits ordinarily not available to nonprofit organizations can also be partially

factored into lower payments. Lastly, there is flexibility in being able to swap out for a newer

vehicle after the initial twelve months as technology rapidly advances. Used electric vehicles can

cost significantly less because they depreciate so quickly, but they also can be less useful in the

context of carsharing for that reason (lower range and availability).

● Available Infrastructure: Initially, our pilot project was delayed by confusion with the city over

whether we would have permission to use an existing charging station or we would have support

to install a new one. Once that issue was clarified, we were able to agree on a very good spot for

carsharing, which we were comfortable investing in for the long-term. However, not every site or

situation will allow for that kind of certainty. The use of a plug-in hybrid model like the Prius

Prime offers a pilot project or new organization the flexibility to assess how well carsharing will

work in a particular location before committing funds to the infrastructure. If a decision has

already been made on a long-term location, a Prime or like model can also mitigate any losses

due to delivery or installation delays associated with the charging equipment because it can still

be put into service.

● Vehicle Rates/Pricing: With this pilot, we also explored a different pricing model where many

more miles were included with every reservation, rather than just day-rate reservations (100-150

miles are included depending on membership plans). Our thinking reflected the idea that

mileage was less important to account for with an electric vehicle from both an environmental

and financial perspective because of lower maintenance and electricity costs particularly in
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Burlington, which is ostensibly powered by 100% renewable energy. In retrospect, it might have

been better to keep the same rates as other vehicles in order to isolate for fuel as a variable,

rather than pricing. In fact, initial EV survey results showed that the overwhelming majority of

respondents (73%, albeit a self-selected group) would be willing to pay a premium for use of an

electric vehicle because of its higher acquisition cost. Until other forms of public support are

identified, this may be warranted to ensure financial sustainability of an electric carsharing

program, provided that more affordable rates could be carved out for lower-income households.

● Other Funding Sources: Although this project was generously supported by UPWP funds through

the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission, and in partnership with Burlington

Electric Department for the donation of the Flo charger, its costly installation, and an electric

vehicle rebate, CarShare Vermont had no source of outside or grant funding to purchase or lease

a vehicle. Having no capital available to invest in the project further reinforced our decision to

move forward cautiously with a lease. In a different scenario, where grant funding were an

option, CarShare Vermont would have to consider whether the outright purchase could allow for

the sort of sustained project support past grant timelines and guidelines.

PURCHASE LEASE

Vehicle Type
2019

Nissan
Leaf

2020
Chevy
Bolt

2020
Prius
Prime

2020
Honda

Fit

2017
Honda

Fit

2018
Nissan

Leaf

2017
Chevy
Bolt

2019
Nissan

Leaf

2020
Prius
Prime

2020
Honda

Fit

MSRP/Sale Price $38,000 $38,000 $29,000 $18,000 $15,000 $16,400 $17,500 $29,400 $22,800 $17,160

Lease Payments $490 $380 $286

Manufacturers'
Incentives $(5,000) $(5,500) $(5,000) $(5,500)

Federal Credits $(3,750) $(2,251)

State Rebate

Utility Rebate $(2,400) $(2,400) $(1,800) $(800) $(800) $(1,800) $(1,800) $0

Depreciation
Costs (60 mo) $30,400 $30,400 $23,200 $14,400 $12,000 $13,120 $14,000

Resale value $(9,000) $(10,000) $(10,000) $(6,000) $(5,000) $(5,000) $(5,000)

Total vehicle cost $52,000 $56,000 $34,900 $26,400 $22,000 $23,720 $25,700 $27,600 $21,000 $17,160

Avg. monthly cost: $867 $933 $582 $440 $367 $395 $428 $460 $350 $286

Data for the above table comes from various car-purchasing sources, as well as quotes from our own

leasing partner, Mike Albert Leasing. Perhaps one of the most important learning outcomes from this

project is the financial advantage for CarShare Vermont to lease vehicles (electric or not, but particularly

electric) instead of purchasing them outright. Although there are certainly advantages to owning vehicle
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assets--flexibility in length of service, for example; ability to resell in emergencies like we experienced

with the pandemic; and obviously the ability to lease in the first place by having credit-worthiness and

something to borrow against--our analysis shows how expensive vehicle purchases can be, and

particularly so for current electric vehicle models. CarShare Vermont had previously explored leasing

arrangements with local companies, but were unable to obtain competitive pricing. As a result of this

project, however, we now have a relationship with a leasing company that allows CarShare Vermont to

grow at its own pace, without being stunted by the amount of our cash on hand at any given moment.

The other important finding (well-suspected at the start of the project) is simply that for CarShare

Vermont, the cost of electric vehicles is exponentially higher, with the potential for lower returns in

driving revenue. Without any public subsidy, such as the local utility rebate or the partial federal tax

credits passed through our leasing company, most electric vehicles would be entirely out of reach for

CarShare Vermont. To be competitive with ICE vehicles, however, we would need more public support, as

our analysis of environmental impacts demonstrates. CarShare Vermont has therefore sought and

successfully advocated for nonprofit organizations to be able to access State of Vermont electric vehicle

rebates in the next fiscal year, and is now working with our federal delegation on language that would

provide more generous and clearly defined access for nonprofit organizations to federal EV tax credits or

a similar benefit. Collectively, those public

incentives could bring the upfront cost of

electric vehicles in line with our traditional gas

and hybrid hatchbacks. These efforts also

come at a pivotal time of challenge and

opportunity for CarShare Vermont, with the

recent discontinuations of vehicle models like

the Honda Fit and Toyota Prius C and the

emergence of a new political environment

more supportive of electrification within the

transportation sector.

Finally, any financial analysis of electric vehicle integration into a carsharing fleet (or fleet of any sort)

must account for the need to invest in charging equipment to pair with the vehicle. A shared electric

vehicle requires--at least for now--a dedicated level 2 charger. With our pilot project, CarShare Vermont

did not incur the cost of the equipment or its installation (BED donated those), but they accounted for

the highest share of the project costs together and represented much of the delay in launching (that

time itself a significant cost). Because a charger, like our parking spaces, must be dedicated to a

particular vehicle, electric carsharing infrastructure can be more costly than residential and even some

commercial applications. At the most expensive end are stations in the public right-of-way, which must

be networked and involve more costly installations. While our pilot demonstrated significant utilization

of our public charger, the wholesale conversion of our existing public carsharing spaces to electric

carsharing spaces is unlikely in the near future because of the high cost (five figures) and a tight utility
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budget. We also reached out to all of our partners where we have off-street carsharing spaces--Farrell

Properties, Bissonette Properties, Redstone, Champlain Housing Trust, University of Vermont and

Champlain College. All were supportive of the idea of installing charging infrastructure, but most were

not willing to share any of the costs of the charger or installation. (Champlain College is a notable

exception, where we now have a PHEV located at a donated charging station with donated electricity.)

This is understandable, as it is costlier to install infrastructure at existing developments than a new one,

where plans can be drawn in advance and installation can happen as the site has already been

excavated. This all speaks to still more financial barriers to electric carsharing. There is a need for further

public incentives/support to procure and install charging equipment, as much as the vehicles

themselves, if electric vehicles are truly able to increase the environmental impacts of carsharing.

Environmental Impact

As this report states from the outset, the primary gains in carbon emissions reductions comes from

carsharing’s role in transportation demand management, not the fuel-efficiency of our fleet. We cannot

emphasize this point enough--the electrification of transportation alone is not enough to

fundamentally address vehicle emissions and their impact on climate change. Though not the purpose

of discussion here, we acknowledge that electric vehicles are not without their own negative impacts.

Yet aside from issues around the extraction of finite natural resources, and all the social, economic, and

environmental costs of manufacturing any vehicle, electric vehicles (as currently priced) pose an

enormous opportunity cost for those carsharing operators hoping to maximize positive environmental

impact. Because carsharing itself results in far higher reductions in VMT and emissions through

reductions in vehicle ownership and shifts in transportation behavior, CarShare Vermont has thus

historically focused its finite energy and resources on helping more people drive less, regardless of what

sort of shared vehicle they drive.

Credit: U.S. Department of Energy Car Comparison Calculator https://afdc.energy.gov/calc/
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One Shared Vehicle =

15 60 1,500 36
vehicles removed members VMT reduced tons of C02

from the road served saved

It is perhaps worth illustrating this point about opportunity costs through a conceptual exercise. Annual

surveys of our membership have regularly shown that our roughly 1,000 members each reduce their

vehicle miles travelled an average of 1,500 miles per year, well over a million miles as a group. This

translates into a reduction of about 36 tons of CO2 emissions annually per vehicle. Although the

reduction is an absolute number which often comes from the shedding of a vehicle, projected net

emissions from a carsharing organization could be expressed as the following:

Total Reduction of CO2 emissions = [(36 tons/vehicle) X  (# of vehicles)] - [emissions from miles travelled]

So, if CarShare Vermont had a fleet of twenty (20) vehicles, with 15,000 miles logged on each vehicle per

year, you would project carsharing to save 720 tons less 5 tons per vehicle for actual usage of the vehicle.

(Again, these are miles that theoretically would have been driven on a different vehicle in the absence of

a shared one.)  If one assumes that the fleet of 20 Honda Fits are purchased at the same time for

$18,000 each, you arrive at a budget of $360,000 for vehicles. How many Chevy Bolts can this purchase?

Between 10 - 14 vehicles. So although each Bolt may further reduce emissions by up to 5 tons per

vehicle, the financials would only allow a fleet that is between 30 - 50% smaller, which in turn has the

potential to serve far fewer people, reduce fewer owned vehicles, fewer VMT and emissions. Then

consider that electric vehicles may individually serve fewer people because of less vehicle availability and

lower utilization. If it is conservatively assumed that an EV serves 10% fewer households than the

average Honda Fit, reduced carbon may only amount to 32 tons per vehicle. With the equal resources to

spend on a fleet, CarShare Vermont’s fleet of Honda Fits could outperform another fleet of electric

vehicles by at least 38% greater reductions in carbon emissions.

Put another way, the fuel efficiency of CarShare Vermont’s fleet represents at most 15% of the total

emissions reduced or avoided through carsharing. Our fleet has always been more efficient than the

average vehicle in the U.S., and we have made steady progress during this pilot period, improving from a

fleetwide average in 2018 of 32.5 mpg to 33.2 mpg in 2019 and 34.6 mpg last year. As more and more

miles are covered by electricity, this will definitely improve further, saving money and emissions on this
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side of the equation. Carsharing operators will have to consider their core mission in undertaking

electrification efforts, and therefore work creatively to reduce upfront costs. While the above is a

simplistic analysis which necessarily omits a number of factors on the ground, from localized emissions

to the reality that Honda is no longer producing Fits, it does hopefully clarify general forces at play in

carsharing decisions and the scope of the environmental impact that CarShare Vermont has already had

in its decade of service before this pilot project really began. More importantly, CarShare Vermont

believes that the findings of this report underscore the need for more ongoing public support and

subsidy to help serve more people and make carsharing electric in Burlington and beyond.

Areas for Future Research and Action

The work and learning during CarShare Vermont’s electric vehicle pilot has provided a sound foundation

for future efforts around electric vehicle integration into our fleet. Indeed, many of the findings in this

report have already informed our longer-term fleet planning which has resulted in the addition of six

new electric vehicles to our fleet--three Prius Primes and three Chevy Bolts in the past year (purchased in

part with grant funds from the Vermont Low-Income Trust for Electricity (VLITE) and the Vermont Agency

of Transportation (VTrans). These new purchases will provide us with even more data and insights into

larger-scale electrification over a longer period of time. For example, genuine comparisons over

maintenance and repair costs were not yet available as of writing, but are likely to become more possible

over the next few years. The larger electric fleet will also allow for more granular analysis of the

economics of electric carsharing, and what differences in demand (if any) are discernible both between

ICE and electric vehicles and among EV models. And as we continue to learn from the further integration

of electric vehicles, CarShare Vermont has an important planning and advocacy role to play in advancing

clean and equitable transportation in Burlington and Vermont.

Planning

The City of Burlington has an ambitious Net Zero Energy plan to

achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. Although no mention of

carsharing is made in its formal report, the city--and in

particular, Burlington Electric--has recognized the importance

of CarShare Vermont in managing overall transportation

demand for a thousand households in the city and in exposing

a broad cross-section of the public to electric vehicle

technology.  BED has identified issues of access and equity to

charging infrastructure for renters and other residents of

multi-family properties, piloting a program with local landlords

and EVMatch to locate chargers in residential neighborhoods

where infrastructure is scarce. It will be interesting to see what
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BED learns from the pilot and what demand exists for such arrangements. As expressed during a

city-managed focus group on charging for multi-unit buildings, CarShare Vermont believes that the kind

of pairing of public and nonprofit carsharing chargers through this pilot project is worth replicating in

other neighborhoods throughout the city to make access to EVs available to people of all incomes, and

build awareness and demand among residents to the degree contemplated in the city’s NZE roadmap. In

the future, it may become possible to do this with even a single charger, if software for the charger could

be closely integrated with our carsharing software in order to “release” a charger when not being used

by a shared vehicle.

In the meantime, CarShare Vermont has begun to apply some of the lessons we have learned from this

pilot. Working with a number of housing partners, local utilities, VLITE, VTrans and others, we have

sought to launch a fleet of four new electric vehicles at various affordable housing sites in Burlington and

So. Burlington to primarily serve low-income households enrolled in our MobilityShare program. The

project also gives us the opportunity to plan for our future, secure carsharing spaces in optimal locations

and invest in the infrastructure necessary to grow. All of the spaces will be located off-street, avoiding

some of the hassles associated with on-street space procurement and ongoing maintenance. What took

about 15 months to launch our first electric vehicle has taken just six months for the next four. Off-street

spaces also tend to mitigate logistical issues created by winter parking bans, street sweeping or other

events, minimize blocked spaces and calls for a tow, and are generally more likely to be cared for by a

nearby member through our volunteer “pod nanny” program. Beyond this initial phase, CarShare

Vermont has other plans for a cautious expansion into new neighborhoods and communities using Prius

Primes before investing in charging infrastructure. Working with the charging equipment, installation,

and software more closely than in this pilot, CarShare Vermont is likely to learn even more about our

best path forward toward electrification.

In addition to public and private grant funding, we have also

begun to think about how our own policies and pricing might be

modified to better reflect the true costs of electric vehicles, while

preserving affordability for our members (particularly those

enrolled in the income-driven MobilityShare program).

Simplifying pricing to reflect our ordinary time and mileage

charges (instead of a flat time rate) can help normalize use of the

electric fleet; encourage more frequent, shorter trips with the

EVs; and properly account for their costs through premium

mileage rates.  For our MobilityShare members, we are planning

to provide 10 free miles with each hourly trip, and 150 (an

additional 50) miles with each daily trip in order to allow basic

trip needs to be met more cheaply. We are also exploring a sort

of “round-up” option à la City Market, which would allow

members to donate an additional $0.50 per hour to help
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subsidize those lower driving rates of fellow members at the time of making a reservation. Another

option down the road could come in the form of carbon offset purchases, and CarShare Vermont is now

investigating how the electrification of our fleet might itself become a project funded by other

organizations and individuals (outside of our membership) interested in purchasing carbon offsets

created by the emissions reductions we achieve. Such an arrangement could change the calculus of EV

integration with our carsharing fleet and help us collectively meet carbon neutrality goals.

There is no question, however, that any public investments in vehicles or new charging infrastructure

should also be made in the context of broader community- or statewide mobility plans which seek to

shift trips away from personal vehicles to shared vehicles, public transit, and walking and biking trips.

Doing so will maximize the financial, environmental, and social benefits of public expenditures at every

level. This important mobility management work has unfortunately been delayed by COVID-19 and a

constrained municipal budget in the City of Burlington, but we hope that the city (and other

communities) will take it up post-pandemic to redesign policies, funding mechanisms and public

infrastructure. Likewise, as other organizations and communities in Vermont try to assess the potential

success of efforts to boost electric vehicle adoption or carsharing or both, they should consider both the

policy and built environments in which they seek to operate--how smart growth development, for

example, may benefit from and contribute to a more sustainable transportation system.

Advocacy

CarShare Vermont will continue to advocate for policies which help reduce reliance on personal vehicles

and create better conditions for walking, biking, transit, and carsharing, and where appropriate, electric

carsharing. In the fall of 2020, we helped to pass important zoning regulations in Burlington increasing

maximum parking requirements, reducing minimum parking requirements, and placing new

transportation demand management requirements on developments of a certain size and location.

While these have already encouraged developers to reach out to CarShare Vermont earlier in the

permitting process, the lack of a city parking requirement for EV readiness could hamper future efforts

to affordably gain access to charging equipment. Preparing a site for EV charging, if not installing

charging stations during initial construction, reduces the need for excavation which contributes to high

installation costs. On the state level, Vermont does have development standards requiring EV-readiness,

and is poised to build upon earlier community development initiatives to subsidize both the purchase

and installation of EVSE.

A significant finding of this pilot project is the need for public funding subsidies of electric vehicles for

shared use. Last year, the Burlington Electric Department modified its vehicle incentive rules to allow for

more than two rebates in the case of shared EV fleets. We are now working with Congressman Welch’s

office on key language in the Electric CARS Act of 2021 to similarly allow nonprofits to unlock the

benefits of EV tax credits. Earlier this spring, CarShare Vermont was able to include language in

Vermont’s state transportation bill that will extend eligibility to nonprofit organizations for $3000 and
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$4000 rebates for PHEVs and AEVs respectively.  In February 2021, the American Council for an

Energy-Efficient Economy released a report, The State Transportation Electrification Scorecard, in which

Vermont was admirably ranked 7th in the nation for its collection of policies and programs. However, on

the question of “Equity,” which was among the six areas scored by researchers, Vermont had earned no

points (out of a possible 10) for its record. CarShare Vermont is therefore hopeful that the latest

transportation bill will represent measurable progress towards these shared goals of equity. We will

certainly continue to work to create new opportunities and seize upon existing ones and, as ever, look

forward to ongoing experimentation through pilots like this one to develop creative and impactful

solutions for our members and community.
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